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INTRODUCTION

Two federal income tax incentives for 
business investment are scheduled to 
end after 2021 and 2022, just as the small 
business sector will be recovering from 
the economic downturn of the COVID-19 
pandemic. These sunsets were written 
into the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA) of 
2017 to satisfy requirements of the budget 
process.1, 2 Although the TCJA may never 
have become law without the sunsets, their 
palatability is significantly diminished in 
light of the pandemic. 
 Small businesses have abandoned 
or postponed investment plans since the 
pandemic began. In the second quarter 
of 2020, total U.S. investment declined 
by more than $566 billion (-9.7%),3 and 
investment in research and development 
declined by $20 billion (-3.3%).4 A poll 
by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce found 
that 36% of small businesses planned to 
decrease investments in May 2020.5 That 
percentage fell to 18% in July 2020.6 
Pre-pandemic investment plans may not be 
resumed if the investments carry a higher 
after-tax cost than originally planned and 

while businesses focus on recovering the 
fundamentals of customers, cashflow, and 
profitability. Under President Joe Biden, 
Congress should extend the expiring tax 
incentives for business investment and give 
small businesses more runway to make 
investments that will bolster their recovery.

EXTEND IMMEDIATE DEDUCTION FOR 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Evidencing the importance of research and 
development (R&D) activity in the United 
States, R&D expenses have been fully 
deductible in the year incurred since 19547 
and/or eligible for a tax credit since 1981.8 
Under the TCJA, however, R&D expenses 
after 2021 will no longer be immediately 
deductible but, instead, will be deductible 
over a five-year period.9 The TCJA also made 
conforming changes to the R&D tax credit.10 
Consequently, the immediate tax savings 
associated with R&D expenditures will be 
significantly reduced after 2021.11 While a 
$100,000 R&D expenditure in 2018 yielded 
an immediate $26,530 in tax savings for a 
corporate taxpayer, the same expenditure in 
2022 may only yield an immediate $7,630 
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EXTEND FULL EXPENSING FOR 
CAPITAL EQUIPMENT

Investment in capital equipment is one 
of the most important drivers of future 
economic growth. Before the TCJA, 
businesses could deduct 50% of the cost 
of qualifying machinery and equipment 
in the year of purchase (so-called “bonus 
depreciation”).20, 21 The TCJA amended 
section 168 of the Internal Revenue Code 
(IRC § 168) to allow the deduction of 100% 
of the cost of qualifying machinery and 
equipment in the year of purchase and 
also extended bonus depreciation to more 
investment property.22 Beginning after 
2022, however, 100% bonus depreciation 
will phase out over a five-year period, with 
80% of acquisition costs deductible in 2023, 
60% in 2024, and so on.23 
 Extending 100% bonus depreciation 
would substantially aid the recovery of the 
manufacturing sector, where 98.4% of 
firms are small businesses.24 According to 
the Tax Foundation, making 100% bonus 
depreciation permanent would result in 
0.9% more GDP, 2.2% larger capital stock, 
0.8% higher wages, and 172,300 more jobs 
in the long run.25 Research on the impact of 
comparable bonus depreciation policies from 
2002 to 2012 shows similar macroeconomic 
effects. Researchers Zwick and Mahon 
found that bonus depreciation increased 
investment in eligible capital by 10.4%, 
compared to ineligible capital, between 
2001 and 2004 when firms could deduct up 
to 30% of capital expenses. When bonus 
depreciation increased to 50%, investment 
in eligible capital increased 16.9% from 
2008 to 2010 compared to ineligible 
capital. Moreover, small firms responded 
to increases in bonus depreciation “95% 
more than big firms,” indicating the 
added importance of the policy for small 
businesses.26 Finally, Garrett, Ohrn and 
Suárez Serrato found that local employment 
increased by 2.1% on average as a result of 
bonus depreciation from 2002 to 2012.27

in tax savings, with remaining savings from 
amortization over the next five years.12 
 The reduction in immediate tax savings 
will have a greater negative impact for small 
businesses, which tend to devote a higher 
share of expenditures to R&D than larger 
businesses. In 2018, the R&D-to-sales ratio 
was 21.6% for firms with 10 to 19 employees 
but only 3.3% for firms with 25,000 or 
more employees.13 In 2018, small businesses 
with 10 or more employees invested $66 
billion in domestic R&D, comprising 15% of 
R&D expenditures by all businesses.14 Small 
businesses represented 99.6% of all firms 
in the professional, scientific, and technical 
services industry in 2017,15 which participate 
heavily in research and development. 
Among microbusinesses (firms with fewer 
than 10 employees) in 2017, 76% of R&D 
expenses were incurred by the professional, 
scientific, and technical services industry,16 
indicating the outsized role that small start-
ups play in research and development.
 Amortization of R&D expenses will 
significantly raise the tax burden on 
companies that conduct R&D, discourage 
R&D spending, and slow economic growth. 
According to the Congressional Research 
Service, the effective tax rate for equity-
financed R&D investment was -14% before 
the TCJA (amounting to a tax subsidy) and 
is projected to increase to 11% in 2022 
under the TCJA’s amortization policy.17 The 
accounting firm Ernst & Young estimates 
an annual decline of $4.1 billion in R&D 
investment and an annual loss of 23,400 
jobs in each of the first five years of 
amortization, followed by an annual decline 
of $10.1 billion in R&D investment and an 
annual loss of 23,400 R&D jobs thereafter.18 
If the TCJA’s amortization provision was 
shelved in favor of permanent expensing of 
R&D, however, the Tax Foundation estimates 
the United States could expect 0.15% more 
gross domestic product (GDP), 0.26% larger 
capital stock, 0.12% higher wages, and 
30,600 more jobs in the long run.19

Extending 100% 
bonus depreciation 
would substantially 
aid the recovery of the 
manufacturing sector, 
where 98.4% of firms 
are small businesses. 
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SUMMARY OF PROPOSALS

To incentivize research and development 
activities and capital investment postponed 
or abandoned during the pandemic and 
to boost the recovery of small businesses, 
Congress, under the leadership of the Biden 
administration, should:

• Extend the immediate deduction for 
research and development expenditures 
under IRC § 174; and

• Extend 100% bonus depreciation for 
qualified property under IRC § 168(k).
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